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Abstract
The use of games in educational contexts is well documented in GBL research.
Nevertheless, effectiveness evidence needs to be more extensively analyzed. An
effective GBL strategy should address the learning aspects and promote
players' engagement in an easy-to-use system. To gather the information
already present in literature, we sought to answer how learning, engagement,
and usability of games are evaluated in GBL research. We conducted a
systematic review of empirical studies in ERIC, IEEE, Springer, and Web of
Science databases. We included 91 studies for the final analysis and
categorized their measures and instruments. We find a prevalence of learning
assessments over engagement and usability assessments. Learning is mainly
evaluated by direct measures, while indirect measures mostly assess
engagement and usability. The use of indirect measures and instruments
without psychometric qualities compromises the strength of the evidence for
the effectiveness of game-based learning. Future studies should add direct
assessments and indirect measures with psychometric qualities to assess
engagement and usability. The study’s limitations are discussed.

Keywords: Effectiveness, Game-based Learning, Assessment Measures, Learning,
Engagement, Usability.

1

Introduction

For several decades, researchers and professionals have announced multiples ways to use
games to improve learning. [1] emphasized that an ideal instructional activity should
provide good educational results and emotional satisfaction that rewards learning. The
author's central defense is that games are tools with enormous instructional potential.
The use of games to support teaching and learning processes is called game-based
learning (GBL [2], [3]), and reports of student acceptance are common [4]. We start from
the premise that although the use of games in educational contexts is well documented, the
evidence of effectiveness needs to be more extensively studied. We considered that an
effective GBL strategy should address the learning aspects and promote players'
engagement in an easy-to-use system. Thus, for this study, to assess GBL's effectiveness,
we considered the dimensions of learning, engagement, and usability.

1.1 Game-based learning and effectiveness measures
Over the decades of research and application of games as teaching tools, it has become
essential to identify effectiveness and map possible contributions in educational contexts.
As highlighted by [5], it is necessary to “seek to prove, evidence and solidify the
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contributions of technologies, especially digital games, as mediators or enhancers of
learning” (p.111, own translation). We can extend this demand to analog games, as well.
There is literature regarding games' effects on learning in different knowledge areas
[6]–[10]. Also, reviews have been conducted to assess evidence of game-based learning
effectiveness [11]–[15]. Seeking to map the methods used to assess the effectiveness of
digital game-based learning (DGBL), [12] conducted a systematic literature review
focusing on the research methods adopted. The authors selected 25 studies on digital games
with pre and post-test group designs. They collected information about participants,
interventions, methods, measures, and results. The authors affirm that it is not possible to
generalize GBL's effectiveness due to the diversity of research designs and measures
adopted.
From previous reviews [16], [14] conducted a narrative review of the literature. The
authors summarized studies on transferring skills learned in digital games for external tasks,
improving cognitive processes, playing time and integration with curricular objectives,
effects on players, attitudes towards games, cost-effectiveness, and use of games for
assessments. Despite the absence of criteria for comparison between studies, the authors
state empirical support for games' use for learning purposes. Other studies also revealed
positive results of the GBL [17]. The evidence, however, is weaker than the enthusiasm for
the use of games suggests. This assertion is supported by methodological reviews of
effectiveness in GBL [12], [18]. Besides the difficulty of comparing data between studies,
other methodological weakness has been found in GBL research. To answer how games for
computing education are evaluated, [18] reviewed 112 articles. 81% did not report welldefined methods to evaluate educational games' impact on learning. In addition, objectives,
measures, and instruments were poorly described. [19] conducted a meta-analysis to
investigate the effects of learning video games on students' mathematics achievement
compared with traditional instructional methods. They analyzed 24 studies and found a
small but marginally significant overall impact of the video games' higher learning gains
than conventional methods. However, most studies presented incomplete information about
video games and GBL interventions.
Despite that, there is great enthusiasm for (D)GBL, mainly due to the typical
relationship established between games and engagement [20] [21], [22]. Although some
proposals for evaluating educational games considering motivational variables [23], these
aspects are not always investigated [12], [13]. Conceptual variations (e.g., engagement and
motivation used as synonyms or distinct concepts) can also contribute to GBL assessment's
little cohesive literature. The literature about engagement in DGBL research is relatively
new and mainly based on psychological theories [11] such as the theory of uses and
gratifications [24], [25], the theory of self-determination [26], [27], the ARCS (attention,
relevance, confidence, and satisfaction) model [28]–[30], and the concept of flow [31].
Regardless of the relationship between games and engagement, some reviews show
that most studies assessed mainly the learning dimension [13], [15]. [13], for example,
carried out a systematic review of the literature regarding methods and procedures used to
evaluate serious games. They used broad descriptors (evaluation, validation, assessment,
serious game, simulation game, education, teaching, and training) and, in general, reported
a predominance of the use of questionnaires, in addition to 18 evaluation characteristics.
Among these, they highlight the evaluation of teaching objectives.
The reviews by [12] and [13] present different proposals to evaluate games'
effectiveness in teaching contexts. The first presents a greater focus on methodological
issues, discussing possible implications of the results' validity. The second describes the
general characteristics of the studies, such as types of games used. One common point
identified in the two reviews is the use of questionnaires to assess games' effects on students'
learning and motivation. [11] conducted one of the few reviews that systematically
investigated engagement and learning in GBL research. They focus on game design
elements and how gameplay engagement may affect learning. However, a detailed analysis
of measures used to assess learning and engagement in GBL research falls outside the
review’s scope.
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In addition to the dimensions of learning and engagement, the design's suitability for
specific contexts and target audiences should be assessed [32]. The design's adequacy is
related to the product's usability and can either function as a facilitator or as an impediment
to learning [33]. The International Standards Organization defines usability as the “extent
to which a system, product or service can be used by specific users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use” [34]. The
measures used to evaluate these metrics, however, vary broadly [35]. One method used to
find usability problems in a user interface design is the heuristic evaluation. An evaluator
group usually judges if the interface meets some pre-conceived usability principles. The
evaluators point out the system’s strongness and weakness and provide recommendations
to improve it [36]–[38]. Besides that, it is possible to assess the usability of a system from
the user’s perspective [39], using the “think aloud” technique [39], [40], or applying
instruments such as questionnaires, scales, etc. [35], [41]. A widely used metric to perceived
usability is the System Usability Scale (SUS) [35]. Created to assess the usability of
industrial systems, the SUS is a ten-items Likert scale and has been applied in several
contexts [42], including in GBL research [43], [44].
Although relevant, the usability aspects have been less investigated in GBL research
[32]. Engagement and usability issues are strongly related to design elements. Authors such
as [45] argue that we should evaluate these dimensions to ensure a serious game's
effectiveness.
On this basis, we considered that the dimensions of learning, engagement, and usability
are essential to assess GBL effectiveness. Nevertheless, information about the assessment
of these three dimensions in GBL context is fragmented. Also, there is little discussion
about the use of direct and indirect measures in GBL research to the best of our knowledge.
Most of the debate on these measurement methods has been made in the context of
summative assessments of learning in Higher Education. In short, a direct measure assesses
the knowledge or mastery through the actual work. On the other hand, indirect measures
reflect attitudes and opinions, usually obtained from interviews, surveys, and other selfreport instruments. Inconsistent results have been reported regarding the correspondence of
direct and indirect methods used to assess learning [46]–[48]. We believe that these shreds
of evidence can, at least, support reflections on current practices in GBL research.
Given the above, this literature review seeks to combine empirical studies' findings to
answer how learning, engagement, and usability aspects of games are assessed in GBL
research. A systematic review of measures and instruments used in GBL research may help
systematize the field's effectiveness assessment. In this review, learning refers to all
possible changes measured regarding the pedagogical outcomes expected. Engagement
refers to the probability of continuing playing and how players experience and feel about
the game, including flow, motivation, and other phenomena explained by psychological
theories. Usability refers to how easy and efficient a system is to use. We deliberately adopt
broad characterizations to gather literature with diverse theoretical frameworks and
methodological approaches. The measures used in the reviewed studies were categorized
based on the three dimensions listed, as well as direct or indirect, seeking to collect the
information that, despite the reviews carried out, are still scattered in the literature.

2

Method

This study has been undertaken and reported as a systematic literature review based on
PRISMA guidelines [49] (Appendix 1). We used the StArt software [50], [51] to manage
the search and Airtable [52] to store the collected information. In the following subsections, we described the activities carried out in each phase of the review.
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2.1 Electronic databases and search terms
The electronic databases searched in this review were ERIC, IEEE, Springer, and Web of
Science. We chose them, considering that GBL is a multidisciplinary field. We chose search
terms from previous systematic reviews [2], [11], [12], [23], [53] and Eric Thesaurus. They
focused on the following five categories: (a) games, (b) learning, (c) assessment, (d)
engagement, and (e) usability. When necessary, we add terms to exclude proceedings
papers and book chapters, focusing on empirical methods.
(a) Games: game, computer game, video game, digital game, gaming, electronic game.
(b) Learning edu* (educational, education, educative), serious, learn* (learning,
learner), game based learning, digital game based learning, instruction, classroom.
(c) Assessment: assess* (assess, assessment), evaluat* (evaluation, evaluate), measur*
(measure, measurement), effect, impact, outcome, success.
(d) Engagement: engag* (engagement, engage), motivat* (motivation, motivate),
enjoy* (enjoy, enjoyment), preference, participation.
(e) Usability: usability, efficiency, effectiv* (effective, effectiveness), satisfaction,
difficulty, user friendly, intricacy.
Appendix 2 lists the complete search strings.

2.2 Selection criteria and search procedure
The search focused on empirical studies published between 2013 and 2018 in peer-reviewed
journals. Overall, articles were selected if they explore some effectiveness assessment
methods (in any dimension studied) and used approaches with game elements. The
exclusion criteria identified papers presented as reviews, reports, book chapters, subjects
other than assessment measures of games, or did not present game elements in the proposed
intervention.
We conducted the systematic review through four phases: identification, screening,
eligibility, and inclusion. The first author completed these phases under the supervision of
the second author. Thus, we did not calculate the inter-rater agreement because only one
author conducted the review's first stages. First, the search strings were applied in each
database, and the results were uploaded to StArt Software [50], [51]. Then, in the screening
phase, we read titles and abstracts, reviewed them against the inclusion and exclusion
criteria, and excluded the irrelevant publications. The remaining articles were advanced to
full-text screening. Therefore, we include only publications with relevant information to
the study.
We coded the articles that meet the inclusion criteria in two independent data extraction.
The agreement between the data extraction was 93,3%. In disagreement cases, we consulted
the categories to fit the data better. The protocol gathered information about measures and
instruments used to assess learning, engagement, and usability.

2.3 Data analysis
Considering that sometimes the same information was presented in diverse ways, we
categorized the measures used in the studies and integrated them with the information
already shown in the literature. First, we adopted the categories from the literature consulted
before the review. Throughout the study, we also created categories and descriptions to
contemplate some measures that were not present in the previously consulted studies.
We also categorized all measures as direct or indirect, based on [46], [54]. We assume
that a direct measure requires a demonstration of knowledge or skills and that it provides
tangible, visible, and self-explanatory evidence of learning, quality of engagement, or
usability. An indirect measure, in contrast, assesses opinions or thoughts about one’s own
knowledge, skills, learning experiences, perceptions about something, etc. We choose to
categorize the results in direct and indirect measures rather than present only the
instruments used. A test in a similar structure could provide both types of measures
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depending on the context. For example, a multiple-choice mathematics achievement test
may offer a direct measure of student’s knowledge. A multiple-choice test about perceived
usability provided an indirect measure since what we access in this case is the verbal report
about perceived usability. Even in one same dimension, these differences may occur. For
example, an observation of food consumption is a direct measure, while a report on what
was eaten is an indirect measure.

3

Results

First, we present the numerical results (Figure 1) and then analyze the measure categories
used to evaluate learning, engagement, usability, and direct and indirect measures.
Initially, we identified 1672 articles, of which 66 were duplicated. Therefore, we read
titles and abstracts of 1606 articles, and then, we excluded 1495 records. After the eligibility
analysis by reading the eligible full texts, the final sample consisted of 91 articles.

Figure 1. Flow of information through the different phases of the systematic review

All studies evaluated learning aspects. 38,4% evaluated only learning aspects, while 31,9%
evaluated learning and engagement, 2,2% learning and usability, and 27,5% evaluated all
three dimensions.

3.1 Categorization of measures
This section presents all categories of measures found by dimension: learning, engagement,
and usability. For each dimension, we present the categories and instruments used. As we
mentioned in section 2.3, some categories were based on previous literature, and others
were created throughout the coding process. When it is based on literature, the original
category and source are presented in the last table’s column. Lastly, we presented the
measures categorization in direct and indirect, also in accordance with the description in
section 2.3.
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3.1.1 Learning
More than half of the studies (54%) implemented at least two measures to investigate the
learning. Regarding the category of measure, most of the studies (63,7%) implemented tests
developed by researchers, and 23 of these (39,6%) only used this type of measure. Only
16,5% of the studies used standardized or literature-reported tests. Less than half of the
studies implemented self-efficacy topics (35,2%) and motivation towards educational
content (23,1%) as learning measures.
Table 1 gives an overview of the learning assessments, presenting categories, and
instruments used to measure this dimension. In some cases, the number of instruments is
greater than the frequency of an evaluated category. In some situations, the same category
was measured by instruments with more than one format. The same occurs in engagement
and usability results.
Table 1. Measures used to assess learning (N =91 articles)
Category

Test scores
(literature)

N (%)

15
(8.24%)

Test scores
(developed for
the study)

61
(33.51%)

Student
achievement

4
(2.2%)

Time on task

5
(2.75%)

Instruments
multiple-choice,
correct/incorrect
assertions, or gaps to
complete (4), open-ended
questionnaires (4), Likert
scale (7), checklists based
on observable tasks (2)
multiple-choice,
correct/incorrect
assertions, or gaps to
complete (41), openended questionnaires
(13), not sufficiently
described (13)
open-ended
questionnaires (2), not
sufficiently described (2)
the game itself (5)

Number of
errors and
correct
answers on the
game

5
(2.75%)

Observable
behavior
changes

3
(1.64%)

Self-efficacy
topic

24
(13.2%)

Likert scale (22),
interview (2),
Observation (1)

Sel-efficacy
general

6
(3.3%)

Likert scale (6)

the game itself (5)

checklists based on
observable tasks (3)
observation (1)
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Description

Adapted
from

Absolute test scores
of standardized
tests or a test used
in previous studies.

Test scores
[12]

Absolute test scores
of a test developed
for the study to
evaluate the
knowledge about
the intervention
topic.
Student
achievement in the
formal context (e.g.,
exam scores)
Time spent on
finishing tasks in
the game.
Quantitative data
about errors,
accurate responses,
or the ratio between
both.
Observable changes
in not academic
behaviors (e.g.,
social interaction,
food selectivity).
A verbal
description of
perceived
achievement
concerning the
instructional topic
of the game.
A verbal
description of
academic
achievement in
general.

Test scores
[12]

Student
achievement
[12]
Time on the
task [12]

Self-efficacy
topic [12]

Sel-efficacy
general [12]
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Category

N (%)

Instruments

Perceived
educational
value

22
(12.08%)

Likert scale (20),
interview (1),
Observation (1)

Teacher
expectations

1
(0.55%)

multiple-choice,
correct/incorrect
assertions, or gaps to
complete (1)

Motivation
towards
educational
content

36
(19.78%)

Likert scale (35),
interview (1)
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Adapted
from

Description
The perceived
educational value of
intervention or
knowledge
applicability.
Teacher’s
expectation of
change in the
students’ learning.
A verbal
description of
motivations towards
the actual
educational content,
and not the way it
was delivered.

Perceived
educational
value [12]
Teacher
expectations
[12]
Motivation
towards
learning/edu
cational
content [12]

3.1.2 Engagement
The category “motivation to play and learn” was present in 40 studies, and 14 of these
(35%) use this measure exclusively. Table 2 gives an overview of the engagement
assessment, presenting the categories and instruments.
Table 2. Measures used to assess engagement (N =54)
Category

N (%)

Instruments

Time on game

1
(0.88%)

the game itself
(1)

Comments about
the game.

4
(3.51%)

Likert scale (3),
categorized
Observation (1)

Comments on
unrelated
subjects

2
(1.75%)

Likert scale (1),
categorized
Observation (1)

Motivation to
play and learn

Perception of
feelings

40
(35.09%)

35
(30.7%)

Likert scale (34),
open-ended
questionnaire (2),
interview (1),
interview with
teachers (2),
categorized
Observation (3)
Likert scale (29),
open-ended
questionnaire (2),
interview (1),
multiple-choice
questionnaire (1),
categorized
Observation (1),
yes or no
questionnaires
(1)
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Description
Time spent in the
activity, without
engaging in parallel
tasks or asking to
end the game.
Comment or
suggestion related
to gameplay.
Comments on
matters unrelated to
the task or game
(indicates low
engagement).

Adapted from

Time on the task [55]

Suggestion/Comment
[32]

Verbal description
of the motivation to
play and learn.

Motivation towards
learning [12],
Acceptance,
Motivation [13]

Description of
feelings while
playing (positive or
negative).

User experience [13],
Satisfied/excited,
Pleasantly frustrated,
Confuse, Annoyed
[32]
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Category

N (%)

Instruments

Aesthetic and/or
narrative quality

12
(10.53%)

Likert scale (12)

Immersion/Flow

20
(17.54%)

Likert scale (18),
open-ended
questionnaire (2)

Description
Qualitative
assessment of
aesthetics or story
of the game.
An intense and
immersive
concentration that
may be related to
the distorted
perception of time
during the game.

Adapted from
Aesthetic graphics,
Fiction/Narrative
[45], Content [32]

The most assessment was made with Likert scale questionnaires. 41 of 54 (75.93 %) studies
that assessed engagement use this type of instrument. Those, only 18 (43.9%), explicitly
present its theoretical basis. Seven were based on the ARCS model [29], five on the flow
concept [31], [56]–[58], of which one was also based on cognitive load theory [59], and
another on the 2x2 achievement goal framework [60]. Additionally, three were established
in the Theory of Self-determination [26], one in the Immersion Theory [61], one in the
Social-cognitive model of motivation [62], one in the tripartite enjoyment model. One study
applies a standardized questionnaire whose theoretical foundation was described during the
development, rather than a priori in an expert meeting after two focal groups with players.
The experts described the following concepts: competence, flow, suspense, enjoyment,
sensory immersion, imaginative immersion, control, negative affect, connectedness,
negative affect experience related to playing with others [63]. Thus, 19 of 41 Likert scale
questionnaires stated its theoretical basis. It does not mean that more than half of studies
apply instruments without any theoretical foundation, only that they do not clearly state it.
Considering the instruments’ quality, we verify that six studies used validate
instruments based on psychometric properties. The situational motivation scale [64], the
Game Immersion Questionnaire [65], Intrinsic Motivation Inventory [26], [66], MAKE
framework - based on ARCS model [67], EGame Flow [56], and The Game Experience
Questionnaire [63]. All these instruments present at least some evidence of validity and
reliability.
In six studies, the researchers adapted validated instruments. Still, in only four, data for
internal consistency was presented. 11 studies adapted instruments previously used in the
literature but not validated – 10 of which with some internal consistency data. Seven studies
developed the instruments used and described the theoretical basis for it. Six of which also
presented some data for internal consistency analysis. Finally, eleven questionnaires
designed for the studies did not include their base theory, and only four of them offer some
internal consistency analysis.
In summary, in only 60.44% of the studies, the engagement dimension was assessed.
The most used instruments were Likert without clearly stated theory basis and with low
psychometric properties.
3.1.3 Usability
Most of the studies (70.4%) used at least two measures to assess usability. In the 27 studies
that investigated usability, we identified 62 evaluations. Table 3 gives an overview of them,
presenting the categories and instruments.
Table 3. Measures used to assess usability (N =27)
Category

N%

Instruments

Time spent
learning how to
use the system

2
(3.22%)

Likert scale (1),
Observation (1)
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Description
The time required to
achieve one or more
actions that were not
previously performed.

Adapted from
Usability [13],
Learning [32]
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Technical error

3
(4.84%)

Likert scale (1),
Observation (1),
interview (1)

Controls

2
(3.22%)

Likert scale (2)

System
responsiveness

3
(4.84%)

Likert scale (2),
correct/incorrect
assertions (1)

Clarity of tasks

15
(24.2%)

Likert scale (15)

Ease of use of
the system.

17
(27.42%)

Likert scale (16),
correct/incorrect
assertions (1)

Clarity of rules

4
(6.45%)

Likert scale (4)

Clarity of the
effects of
actions in the
game

6
(9.68%)

Likert scale (5),
correct/incorrect
assertions (1)

Accessibility

1
(1.61%)

The game itself
(1)

Interface

9
(14.52%)

Likert scale (9)

An unintentional event
that prevents the
system from
functioning correctly.
Adequacy of the
controls to the game's
actions.
The system's ability to
respond continuously
to continuously.
It refers to the
presentation of
information, data, and
facts on the subjects
taught.
Events related to the
intuitive use of the
complete system by the
user (since before the
gameplay started).
Understanding the
rules that describe the
possible operations in
gameplay.
Description of the
context and
consequences of one or
more actions
performed in the game.
Concern to meet the
different needs of
users.
The domain of the
means of
communication
between the user and
the system.
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Technical error
[32]

Playability [13]

Content/Informati
on [45]

Usability [13],
Functionality [32]

Mechanics [45]

Mechanics [45]

Layout/UI [32]

The most used instrument was the Likert scale questionnaires (used in 85.2% of studies).
We identify three validated instruments used: EGame Flow [56], System Usability Scale
[35], and Attrakdiff2 Scale [68]. Lest one was used in a different context of its original
validated. Two studies adapted the Instructional Materials Motivation Survey [69], and
presented evidence for internal consistency, and one study adapted the Presence
Questionnaire [70], without presenting new evidence for internal consistency. Five studies
used questionnaires based on the technology acceptance model [71], and present internal
consistency evidence.
In summary, the usability dimension was assessed only in 29.67% of the studies
analyzed in this review. The most type of instrument used was Likert scales, as well for the
engagement dimension. The instruments used present some psychometric properties,
although most studies do not use validated instruments.

3.2 Direct and indirect measures
Figure 2 shows that most studies assessed learning mainly by direct or direct and indirect
measures combined. Assessments of engagement and usability are conducted almost
exclusively by indirect measurements.
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Figure 2. Frequencies of use of direct and direct measures in the studies reviewed

I = Indirect D = Direct DI = Direct and Indirect UN = Unidentified

4

Discussion

This review focused on identifying how are assessed the learning, the engagement, and the
usability of games in GBL research. To discuss these issues, we prepared two sections. In
the first part, we discuss the general characteristics and the prevalence of each dimension
assessed, confronting our data with the literature. The second section looks specifically at
the use of direct and indirect measures in game-based learning assessments.

4.1 Learning, engagement, and usability assessments
Despite the educational potential of GBL, there is a common ground that the empirical
evidence is scant [12], [14], [18], [72], [73]. The predominance of learning assessments
over engagement and usability assessments, as seen before in the literature [13] - and in this
review - can reflect the concern to mainly prove the effectiveness of games in education
(and try to change this consensus). The primary interest seems to be in proving that games
can teach what they intend to. However, a game is a complex and multifaceted activity.
Some authors [69] argued that a scientific attitude regarding all implemented game
elements is necessary to take advantage of all benefits offered by games to education and
training. Therefore, it is important to conduct assessments beyond the learning dimension.
Our review indicates that the most used measure to assess the engagement is related to
the motivation to play and learn and is mostly indirectly investigated. According to [55],
there are three methods for gathering information about the player motivation in a GBL
environment: through dialog-based communication, game-play-based interaction, and
additional equipment. The first one is an indirect measure and the most common in studies.
It consists of presenting some questions and asking for a response, a rating, or a self-report,
using interviews or questionnaires. The other two methods of gathering information are
direct. Through the gameplay-based interaction, it is possible to collect data (e.g., player
behavior in the game, task durations, etc.) without interrupting the gameplay. Additional
equipment as eye tracker, heart monitor, and others can gather direct measures with
minimum gameplay disturbance. In this review, we observed only one occasion in which
the game itself recorded the time on the game, and no study used additional equipment to
collect data.
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The low percentage of studies that evaluated the usability aspects can be related to some
differences between games and other software [19], [30]. According to [32, p.11], “the key
challenge is that typical usability testing methods focus on measurements that are not
necessarily appropriate for games, focusing on aspects such as high productivity, efficacy,
and efficiency, as well as low variability, number of errors, and pauses. However, games
contemplate reflection, exploration, variety, and trial and error activities”. Also, to assess
events more related to the game interface and implementation, usability tests should assess
some specific events of the user’s interaction with the game. These differences may require
that researchers and educators create new ways to evaluate or adopt traditional measures,
explaining the lack of empirical data in this matter.
To verify if the assessment scenario differs between our sources and conference’s
proceedings, we took as a sample the articles published in the Games and Learning Alliance
conference (GaLA) in the last five years (2016-2020). We choose these proceedings
because GaLA is an international conference dedicated to the science and application of
serious games and publishes research from different countries. After reading the titles and
abstracts of the 210 articles, we applied the same criteria for our original sample and
included 132 articles. Then, we randomly selected 30% of the articles and analyzed the
assessments conducted. In this small sample (n=39), we observed some differences
compared with this study's results. Figure 3 shows the conducted assessments in the studies
from both our sample and GaLA proceedings.

Figure 3. Dimensions assessed in the studies.
I = Indirect D = Direct DI = Direct and Indirect UN = Unidentified
L= learning E = Engagement U = Usability

Our results point that while all studies assess the learning, only 60.44% and 29.67% of
the sample assessed engagement and usability aspects. In the proceedings, we observed that
engagement was the most assessed dimension (in 76.92% of the studies), followed by
learning (71.79%) and usability (41.03%). Almost 40% of the conference proceedings
(n=14) present preliminary assessments (pilot study, preliminary study, exploratory study,
etc.). Another difference refers to the instruments’ description. Only 4.05% of the
instruments used were not sufficiently described in our original sample, while in the
proceedings’ sample, this percentage was 21.62%. We also analyzed the use of direct and
indirect measures to assess learning, engagement, and usability. Figure 4 shows the use of
direct and indirect measures used in the studies from GaLA Proceedings.
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Figure 4. Frequencies of use of direct and direct measures in the studies from

GaLA Proceedings
I = Indirect D = Direct DI = Direct and Indirect UN = Unidentified
In short, data from GaLA Proceedings shows widely use of indirect measures, primarily
to assess engagement and usability, but to a lesser extent of our journal’s articles sample.
We can infer that usability assessments are performed mainly in the early stages of
evaluating serious games (pilot studies, user studies etc.). This would explain the greater
frequency of this type of evaluation being found in GaLA Proceedings, since the conference
publishes ongoing research. The discussion of ongoing research at scientific events also
allows us to improve our studies. On this basis, we point that data from proceedings and
journals may differ, and our revision did not outline the complete publication scenario.
Even so, we observed some tendencies in both samples: the lower rate in usability
assessments compared with the other dimensions and extensive use of indirect measures in
GBL research.
Regarding the approach to assessing user interaction usability with the game, there are
two ways to gather this data: observational analysis and self-report instruments (surveys,
questionnaires, interviews, etc.) [32]. Our review shows a large predominance of data
collected from self-report instruments, like what we observe in the engagement
assessments. Other studies [11]–[13], [53], and the shreds of evidence from GaLA
proceedings present similar results, suggesting that the big picture has not changed in the
last years. Also, due to being more common, learning assessments are more diverse. Most
studies used direct measures - alone or combined with indirect measures. The learning
outcomes are mainly assessed by absolute scores of tests developed for the research or
standardized instruments. These data support previous literature [12] , even though this type
of assessment is not recommended [11], [12], [48], [73].

4.2 Use of direct and indirect measures
Some hypotheses can explain the prevalence of indirect measures in GBL research. Surveys
and questionnaires, for example, are typically easy-to-apply and low-cost tools.
Furthermore, there is an understanding that they can offer a viable alternative to assess
issues that are difficult to observe systematically [54], [74]. Direct measurement procedures
are, indeed, more complex, and time-consuming alternatives. They consist of at least three
basics steps: identifying what is to be measured, defining the event in observable terms, and
selecting appropriate data-recording procedures to observe, quantify, and summarize all
data (frequency, duration, categorization, etc.) [75]. However, we need to cautiously
analyze some differences between self-reports (and indirect measures in general) and direct
measurement procedures before declaring that they can assess the same events.
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[48] presents some evidence regarding indirect measures in a Higher Education context.
According to his review, the correlations between longitudinal data and self-reported gains
on the same construct (student's growth) are consistently low and often not significantly
different from zero. He argues that data from self-reported instruments is problematic and
potentially misguiding. Although his data refers to college students' knowledge, we can
draw some inferences about self-reports and indirect measures in general.
The main issue with a self-report measure is that what people say about their
performance is not always related to how they act [46], [47], [76]. In summary, talking
about it is not the same as actually doing something. [77] propose a method for mapping
the experience of engagement in video games conceiving intellectual, physical, sensory,
social, narrative, and emotional aspects. The authors collected data through reaction cards
presented during the gameplay. The participants ought to choose words that best described
their motivation to continue playing the game. The authors described the assessment
approach as adequate. However, they also assert that the framework does not sufficiently
cover the emotional aspect. They inform that the participants' observations - a direct
measure - provide evident emotional reactions and recommend video observations to
improve the empirical evidence in future works.
Observational approaches are also considered more accurate to assess usability,
especially when the aim is to identify specific issues that may prevent unsuccessful
interaction with the system [32]. The rationale is the same: it may be more useful to observe
the player's behavior and gather objective data from the game itself than to ask (orally or in
a questionnaire) what they think or perceive about their experience. Another issue related
to self-report as an assessment method implies possible biases such as responding in a
socially desirable fashion, agreeing, lying, etc. Of course, direct measures are not entirely
unbiased. Observation often requires more than one observer for reliability purposes (e.g.,
calculating to which extent observers agree), especially when it is impossible to record the
interaction. Besides that, when people are aware of being assessed, they can distort both
what they say and what they do [76]. These effects may occur even when the participant is
tested in the presence of a video recording device [78].
We are not arguing that indirect measures should not be used. However, it is mandatory
to know what the instruments do measure and their technical suitability. Research and
applied intervention in educational and psychological testing are broad and well-established
and may offer GBL research insights. Regarding the tests (questionnaires with Likert scales,
checklists, etc.) as of measurement tools, these areas recommend that we look for: updated,
detailed, and relevant content, evidence of accurate measurement and reliability with
relevant populations, appropriateness of norm, complete technical documentation, proof of
validity to support the intended use, and clearly stated limitations [79].
These aspects are related to psychometric concepts and procedures. Reliability, for
example, involves the consistency of the tool. A reliable instrument yields the same results
when measuring the same thing in identical conditions, considering sources of measurement
errors [80], [81]. Moreover, a measurement tool must be valid. Validity implies estimating
how well a test measures what it purports. It is assessed based on how well the items cover
the content (test content validity). Also, on evaluating the relationship between score
obtained in the test and score from others measurement (criterion-related validity), and on
executing a critical analysis of how it can be understood within a theoretical framework
(construct validity) [81], [82]. The assessment of the degrees of reliability and validity
occurs through necessary and adequate statistical procedures. Besides, the process of
standardization refers to administrating the test to a representative sample of test-takers to
establish normative data. Thus, “a test is said to be standardized when it has clearly
specified procedures for administration and scoring, typically including normative data”
[83, p. 126].
There are other critical psychometric procedures associated with the development and
use of tests. Still, this basic overview of reliability, validity, and standardization shows that
methods sought to make indirect measures more accurate and data based. Most tests used
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in GBL research – at least among the ones summarized in this review - do not fulfill these
requirements. Psychological testing and assessment have a long history [84], while GBL
research is a relatively new field. Nevertheless, it is essential to know the instrument's
academic and technical suitability to analyze evidence’s strength. A standardized tool will
provide more solid evidence than an instrument without well-evaluated and documented
reliability and validity.
In psychological and educational assessments, both direct and indirect measures are
usually applied. Regardless of the type of measure, some steps are essential in these
assessments: defining the assessment’s objective, choosing the proper instruments, data
collection, integration, and interpretation of results [81], [85]. To extrapolate this method
to GBL, we first need to define what should be measured. What will indicate that the
intervention promotes learning, engagement, or proper usability? We can go further: how
do we define each one of these aspects? The definition of a construct is substantial to guide
how data may be collected and interpreted. Ideally, the assessments should be developed
and adequately analyzed based on a valid theoretical foundation [79], [85]. Only after
stating the definition should the measurement tool be selected. A behavior (or trait, or
aspect, or phenomena, etc.) may be accessed by more than one measure, direct or indirect
[85]. Therefore, a trend in psychological assessments – that may be useful in GBL research
is integrating information from varied valid sources.

5

Conclusions

In this study, we identified 91 papers that assess the effectiveness of GBL. We sought to
integrate information about learning, engagement, and usability dimensions due to scattered
literature. In summary, we found that:
• Learning aspects are much more assessed than engagement and usability features.
• Direct and indirect measures assess learning.
• Indirect measures mainly assess engagement and usability
• Evidence about engagement and usability needs to be carefully analyzed, due to
lack of measurement, especially with well-assessed reliability and validity.
In the past decade, GBL's potential was challenged based on insufficient empirical
evidence [73]. Although the measures used to assess learning aspects seem to improve over
time, we cannot assume the same for engagement and usability. Future works may assess
GBL effectiveness based on all three aspects reviewed in this work. Considering that
common sense (and almost all GBL supporters) say that games produce great learner
engagement and that usability issues may smoothen or prevent learning, the evidence about
these aspects should be as strong as possible. Strengths and weaknesses of direct and
indirect measures should be considered to design future works in the GBL research context.
Therefore, we suggest that future research:
•
Seek to access learning, engagement, and usability dimensions.
•
Provide operational definitions of learning, engagement, and usability
assessments.
•
Provide evidence focus on direct measures and/or indirect measures carefully
developed with psychometric properties.
•
Expand validation studies of instruments to assess all three dimensions.
•
Determine the validity of self-reporting measures by comparing participant
reports to independently observed data.
•
Critically discuss the instruments' cultural appropriateness.
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Limitations and threats to validity

This literature review has some factors that may have affected its validity. The search terms
and databases selected limited the work performed (publication bias). Although we chose
the search based on previous literature reviews and educational thesaurus, some words may
be missing. The choice to include only articles published in peer-review journals sought to
ensure data quality. However, grey literature exclusion probably makes us ignore some
relevant works, especially papers published in conference proceedings. Furthermore, the
search was conducted by only one researcher. To overcome some of these limitations, all
data management was automatized, seeking to reduce human errors.
A challenge faced to gather information in GBL research is the diversity of theoretical
and methodological approaches. The definitions are broad, and due to that, the
categorization that we made lacks in detail. As a first step, we focus only on analyze
assessment measures. However, the complete analysis of the strength of evidence combines
these findings to examine methods and designs used in research.
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Appendix 1: PRISMA-P 2015 Checklist
This checklist has been adapted for use with protocol submissions to Systematic Reviews
from Table 3 in Moher D et al: Preferred reporting items for systematic review and metaanalysis protocols (PRISMA-P) 2015 statement. Systematic Reviews 2015 4:1
The column “comments” was added by the researchers.

Section/topic #

Checklist item

Information
reported
Yes

No

Line
Comments
number(s)

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
Title
Identification
Update

Registration

1a

Identify the report as a protocol
of a systematic review

1-2 (p.3)

If the protocol is for an update of
1b a previous systematic review,
identify as such
2

Does not
apply

If registered, provide the name of
the registry (e.g., PROSPERO)
and registration number in the
Abstract

Authors

Contact

Provide name, institutional
affiliation, and e-mail address of
3a all protocol authors; provide
physical mailing address of
corresponding author

Describe contributions of
3b protocol authors and identify the
Contributions
guarantor of the review

Amendments 4

3-7 (p.3)

25-28
(p.17)

If the protocol represents an
amendment of a previously
completed or published protocol,
identify as such and list changes;
otherwise, state plan for
documenting important protocol
amendments

Does not
apply

Support
Sources

5a

Indicate sources of financial or
other support for the review

16-19
(p.17)

Sponsor

5b

Provide name for the review
funder and/or sponsor

1-17 (p.17)

Describe roles of funder(s),
Role of
5c sponsor(s), and/or institution(s), if
sponsor/funder
any, in developing the protocol

19-21
(p.17)

INTRODUCTION
Rationale

6

Describe the rationale for the
review in the context of what is
already known
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Section/topic #

Checklist item

Information
reported
Yes

No

Line
Comments
number(s)

Provide an explicit statement of
the question(s) the review will
address

32-34 (p.5)

7

22-27 (p.)

8

Specify the study characteristics
(e.g., PICO, study design, setting,
time frame) and report
characteristics (e.g., years
considered, language, publication
status) to be used as criteria for
eligibility for the review

2-3 (p.6)

Information
sources

9

Describe all intended information
sources (e.g., electronic
databases, contact with study
authors, trial registers, or other
grey literature sources) with
planned dates of coverage

Search
strategy

Present draft of search strategy to
be used for at least one electronic
10 database, including planned
limits, such that it could be
repeated

Objectives
METHODS

Eligibility
criteria

3-17 (p.6)

Including
the
appendix
cited.

STUDY RECORDS
Data
management

Describe the mechanism(s) that
11a will be used to manage records
and data throughout the review

46-48 (p.5)

State the process that will be used
for selecting studies (e.g., two
Selection
independent reviewers) through
11b
process
each phase of the review (i.e.,
screening, eligibility, and
inclusion in meta-analysis)

26-34 (p.6)

35-37 (p.6)

Data
collection
process

Describe planned method of
extracting data from reports (e.g.,
piloting forms, done
11c independently, in duplicate), any
processes for obtaining and
confirming data from
investigators

37-38 (p.6)

Data items

List and define all variables for
which data will be sought (e.g.,
12 PICO items, funding sources),
any pre-planned data assumptions
and simplifications

List and define all outcomes for
Outcomes
which data will be sought,
and
13 including prioritization of main
prioritization
and additional outcomes, with
rationale
Risk of bias
in individual
studies

Describe anticipated methods for
14 assessing risk of bias of
individual studies, including
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Line
Comments
number(s)

whether this will be done at the
outcome or study level, or both;
state how this information will be
used in data synthesis

critical
analysis of
the studies
included.

DATA

Synthesis

Describe criteria under which
15a study data will be quantitatively
synthesized

Does not
apply.

If data are appropriate for
quantitative synthesis, describe
planned summary measures,
15b methods of handling data, and
methods of combining data from
studies, including any planned
exploration of consistency

Does not
apply.

Describe any proposed additional
analyses (e.g., sensitivity or
15c
subgroup analyses, metaregression)

Does not
apply.

If quantitative synthesis is not
15d appropriate, describe the type of
summary planned
Specify any planned assessment
of meta-bias(es) (e.g., publication
Meta-bias(es) 16
bias across studies, selective
reporting within studies)
Confidence in
Describe how the strength of the
cumulative
17 body of evidence will be assessed
evidence
(e.g., GRADE)
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Appendix 2: Search strings
Table S1 - Search strings used.
Database
ERIC

IEEE

Springer

Web of
Science

String
(game OR (computer game) OR (video game) OR (digital game) OR gaming OR
(electronic game)) AND (educational OR education OR educative OR serious OR
learning OR learner OR (game based learning) OR (digital game based learning) OR
instruction OR classroom OR academic) AND (assessment OR asses OR evaluate
OR evaluation OR measure OR measurement OR effect OR impact OR outcome OR
success OR evidence) AND (engagement OR engage OR motivation OR motivate
OR enjoy OR enjoyment OR preference OR participation) AND (usability OR
efficiency OR effective OR effectiveness OR (user friendly) OR satisfaction OR
difficulty OR intricacy) AND (experimental OR quasi-experimental OR
quasiexperimental OR empirical)
(game OR "computer game" OR "video game" OR "digital game" OR gaming OR
"electronic game") AND (educational OR education OR educative OR serious OR
learning OR learner OR "game-based learning" OR "digital game-based learning"
OR instruction OR classroom OR academic) AND (assessment OR assess OR
evaluate OR evaluation OR measure OR measurement OR effect OR impact OR
outcome OR success OR evidence) AND (engagement OR engage OR motivation
OR motivate OR enjoy OR enjoyment OR preference OR participation) AND
(experimental OR quasiexperimental OR quasi-experimental OR empirical)
(game OR (computer game) OR (video game) OR (digital game) OR gaming OR
(electronic game)) AND (educational OR education OR educative OR serious OR
learning OR learner OR (game-based learning) OR (digital game-based learning) OR
instruction OR classroom OR academic) AND (assessment OR asses OR evaluate
OR evaluation OR measure OR measurement OR effect OR impact OR outcome OR
success OR evidence) AND (engagement OR engage OR motivation OR motivate
OR enjoy OR enjoyment OR preference OR participation) AND (usability OR
efficiency OR effective OR effectiveness OR (user friendly) OR satisfaction OR
difficulty OR intricacy) AND (experimental OR quasi-experimental OR
quasiexperimental OR empirical) AND NOT (annals OR meeting OR proceedings
OR congress OR conference OR chapter OR encyclopedia OR book OR report OR
handbook)
((((ALL=((game OR "computer game" OR "video game" OR "digital game" OR
gaming OR "electronic game") AND (edu* OR serious OR learn* OR "game base
learning" OR "digital game based learning" OR instruction OR classroom OR
academic) AND (assess* OR evaluat* OR measur* OR effect OR impact OR
outcome OR success OR evidence) AND (engag* OR motivat* OR enjoy* OR
preference OR participation) AND (usability OR efficiency OR effectiv* OR
satisfaction OR "user friendly" OR difficulty OR intricacy) AND (experimental OR
quasiexperimental OR quasi-experimental OR empirical))))))

Note. The reviewers warn us of the terms "game based learning" and "digital game based
learning" used without the "-" in the search strings. We then conducted a new search to
compare the results using strings with "game-based learning" and "digital game-based
learning". In three databases (IEEE, Springer, and Web of Science), the results were
identical. In ERIC database, we identified more results without the "-". Therefore, we
assume that the absence of the "-" in the strings search does not undermine the review.
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